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Invited by the Le LAIT Art Centre to the Moulins Albigeois, Valérie
Jouve has approached the Suspended Spaces collective with which she
has been involved for several years. Together with three members of
the collective, Daniel Lê, Françoise Parfait and Eric Valette, they have
devised an exhibition titled Refaire Surface/Re-emergence, in
collaboration with Jackie-Ruth Meyer, the Art Centre’s director.
Suspended Spaces is a collective of artists and researchers brought
together since 2007 around an organic, arborescent and evolving
project. The collective’s work method has to do with displacement
and movement, geographical but above all artistic, cultural and
intellectual. For Albi, the collective has made a collection of images
from some fifty artists, who have been asked to contribute five
photographs echoing the title, Refaire Surface.
The collection of photographs thus formed becomes the stuff of a
collective piece, invading the Art Centre’s walls. The result is a very
large show in the form of pasted anonymous posters, some of which
are scattered in the city, an association of images which sketch
connections, organize relations, suggest narratives, and invent
exchanges.
Refaire Surface is like re-emerging on the surface in order to take in air.
In a metaphorical sense, it involves resisting, looking for new
inspiration, and imagining alternatives to present-day turns, be they
artistic, political, social, economic, or cultural.
For this final exhibition to be held by the Le LAIT Art Centre at the
Moulins Albigeois, the title suggests memories of images and
moments which arise from the memory of places.This is the last time
that a venue regularly flooded by the river Tarn will be used, working
with artists’ archives, stemming from individual and collective
memories, covering the Art Centre’s walls with the sensitive visions of
56 artists. Refaire Surface is also more literally a question of planes,
spaces, expanses and textures, which must be introduced to invent
other forms of exhibition. Last of all, it is an experiment with a new
way of thinking about our relations to the image, through a poetic and
political choice, where reality, dreams, wit and beauty all dialogue and
collide.
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